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History of Anti-Semitism 

Cantor Mark Levine 

 

 

Unit #11-  French and Russian Anti-Semitism -1880-1905 

 

1. Changes accompanying the Industrial Revolution 

2. France – Anti-Semitism in a democracy 

a. Eduoard Drumont 

b. The Dreyfus Affair 

c. Herzl’s Response 

3. Russia & Eastern European Anti-Semitism 

a. Jews relegated to the Pale Of Settlement 

b. Czar Alexander I 

c. Czar Nicholas I - inscription 

d. Czar Alexander II 

e. Pogroms and Emigration 

i. Appeals to those outside 

4. Romania 

5. A Brief Note from America 

 

 

Reading #1 

What is the exact meaning of the frenzied campaign organized by world 

Jewry to panic France, dishonor the French army and, in so doing, put it in 

no condition to play a role in Europe? 

This campaign simply means that the totality of interests of which Jewry is 

composed has taken a position against France and finds it advantageous 
that France cease to be a great European power. 

It seems pointless to me in these articles, which are written from a 

philosophical and social point of view, to give myself over to puerile 
indignation and vain declamations on this subject. 

If the circumstances were such that I was invested with an authority that 

would permit me to save my country I would turn the big Jews and their 

accomplices over to a court martial that would have them executed. But in 

the theoretical and speculative domains I find it quite natural and logical 

that the Jews do what they do. To think otherwise would mean falling into 
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the mania common among Frenchmen, who find themselves so lovable that 
they imagine that the whole world should love them. 

The Jews formerly had a nationality. They lost it because of their divisions 

and their absolute lack of any instinct of hierarchy and order. Thanks to 

their genius as conspirators and traffickers they reconstituted a money 

power that is formidable, not only though the force that money itself 

possesses, but because the Jews have diminished or destroyed the other 

powers so that only theirs remain, because they have modeled, fashioned, 

molded a society where money is the true master of all.  
Edouard Drumont, Les Juifs Contre la France.  1898. 

 

 

Reading #2 

Monsieur Minister: 

The sole basis for the accusation leveled against my unfortunate brother in 1894 is 

a letter, unsigned, with no date, establishing that confidential military documents 

were delivered to an agent of a foreign power.I have the honor of informing you 

that the author of that piece is M. Count Walsin-Esterhazy, commandant of the 

infantry, placed on inactive service because of temporary infirmities last spring. 

The handwriting of Commandant Walsin-Esterhazy is identical to that of the piece. 

It will be simple for you, Monsieur Minister, to obtain the handwriting of that 

officer.  What is more, I am ready to show you where you can find letters from him 

of an incontestable authenticity and from a date prior to my brother’s arrest.   

 

I cannot doubt, Monsieur Minister, that knowing the author of the treason for 

which my brother was condemned that you will promptly do him justice. Please 

accept, Monsieur Minister, the homage of my profound respect. 

Mathieu Dreyfus 

 

Reading #3 – Theodore Herzl 

The Jewish Question still exists.  It would be foolish to deny it.  It exists wherever 

Jews live in perceptible numbers.  Where it does not yet exist, it will be brought by 

Jews in the course of their migrations.  We naturally move to those places where 

we are not persecuted, and there our presence soon produces persecution.  This is 

true in every country, and will remain true even in those most highly civilized – 

France itself is no exception – till the Jewish Question finds a solution on a 

political basis. 
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Reading #4 – Witness to the Kiev Rioting, 1881 

At twelve o’clock noon, the air echoed with wild shouts, whistling, jeering, hooting, 

and laughing.  An enormous crowd of young boys, artisans, and laborers was 

marching.  The entire street was jammed with the barefoot brigade.  The 

destruction of the Jewish homes began.  Windowpanes and doors began to fly 

about, and shortly thereafter the mob, having gained access to the houses and 

stores, began to thrown upon the streets absolutely everything that fell into their 

hands.  Clouds of feathers began to whirl in the air.  The sound of broken 

windowpanes and frames, the crying, shouting, and despair on one hand, and the 

terrible yelling and jeering on the other, completed the picture… Shortly 

afterwards the mob threw itself upon the Jewish synagogue, which, despite its 

strong bars, locks and shutters, was wrecked in a moment.  One should have seen 

the fury with which the riff-raff fell upon the Torah scrolls, of which there were 

many in the synagogue.   The scrolls were torn to shreds, trampled in the dirt, and 

destroyed with incredible passion. 
 

 

Reading #5 – Letter to Baron Nathaniel Rothschild, 1882 

Men ruthlessly murdered, tender married women the prey of a brutal lust that has 

also caused their death, and young girls violated in the sight of their relatives by 

soldiers who should have been the guardians of their honor, these have been the 

deeds with which the population of southern Russia has been stained since last 

April. 

 

The article ended with a call to action by the editors of the Times. 

“It is the lesson taught by all experience that the only solution of the Jewish 

Question is the granting of full equality….The Russian Jewish question may…be 

summed up in the words: Are three and a half millions of human beings to perish 

because they are Jews?” 

 
 

Reading #6 – NY Times 1903 

The anti-Jewish riots in Kishinev are worse than the censor will permit to publish.  

There was a well laid-out plan for the general massacre of Jews on the day 

following the Russian Easter.  The mob was led by priests, and the general cry, 

“Kill the Jews,” was taken up all over the city… The dead number 120 and the 

injured about 500…Babes were literally torn to pieces by the frenzied and 

bloodthirsty mob.  The local police made no attempt to halt the reign of terror.  At 
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sunset the streets were piled with corpses and wounded.  Those who could make 

their escape fled in terror, and the city is now practically deserted of Jews. 
 

 

Reading #7 

General Orders, No. 11 

The Jews, as a class violating every regulation of trade established by the Treasury 

Department and also department orders, are hereby expelled from the department 

within twenty four hours from the receipt of this order. 

 

Post commanders will see that all of this class of people be furnished passes and 

required to leave, and any one returning after such notification will be arrested 

and held in confinement until an opportunity occurs of sending them out as 

prisoners, unless furnished with permits from headquarters. 

 

No passes will be given these people to visit headquarters for the purpose of 

making personal applications for trade permits. 

By order of Major General U.S. Grant 
 


